Employees expect consistent and frequent feedback.
Performance reviews and forced rankings no longer achieve intended feedback results. Providing in-the-moment coaching creates a strengths-based culture resulting in higher quality work and employees who stay with their company longer and are more engaged.¹

Employees whose talents are utilized are more committed.
With 67% of US employees pursuing job-related learning, it’s clear that employees are looking for growth². Providing continuous feedback helps retain high performers by giving them dedicated career development plans.

HR technology empowers managers and employees.
Best-in-class organizations use HR technology for performance conversations when it comes time to award pay and promotions. Continuous feedback empowers your entire workforce to grow in strength with tools and support.

With SumTotal you can:

DEVELOP
your people with straightforward performance improvement goals

LEAD
your workforce with insightful, actionable and continuous feedback

ACHIEVE
retention as your people visualize their career paths with your company

“Thanks to SumTotal’s Performance Management system, Brunswick’s employees now understand not only their goals, but how they relate to the direction of the company”

Homer Stewart, Director of Executive Development, Brunswick
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